
FORMAT: CD
LABEL: Massacre Records
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RUNNING TIME: 51:15 Minutes 
MUSIC GENRE:  Heavy/Power Metal
HOME COUNTRY: Germany
BARCODE: 4028466109729 
RELEASE DATE: 24.03.2017

LINE-UP:        
Heiko Heseler - Vocals / Guitars
Hugo Fromm - Guitars
Dirk Heggemann - Bass
Vaseilos Georgiou - Drums

FACTS:
-  The new and 3rd full-length studio album by the German heavy/power metal institution STORMAGE!
-  Discover Price.
-  Recorded, produced, mixed and mastered by STORMAGE at Hardland Studio, with the kind assistance of 
 Sebastian „Seeb“ Levermann (Orden Ogan; Greenman Studios).
-  Cover artwork by Mystic Art.
-  „Deadly Blow“ video clip to be released in February.
-  Excellent press feedback for previous albums „Balance Of Power“ and „Sudden Awakening“ in all relevant magazines! 
-  Successful gigs with Sabaton, Powerwolf, Orden Ogan, Stormwarrior, Axxis and others.
-  Appearances at many important European rock and metal festivals!
-  Full-page ad campaign in February/March/April with Born Again, Vendetta, Sinister, bitterfeldt, StormHammer 
 and others, e.g., in Metal Hammer (D), Orkus (D), Nuclear Blast Magazin (D), Legacy (D), Rock It! (D), Hardline (D), 
 Gothic (D), Aardschok (NL), Rock Tribune (B), Hard Rock (F), Metallian (F), Terrorizer (GB), Powerplay (GB).
-  Social Media news campaigns - for example on facebook & twitter - and news campaigns in various web forums - like 
 RockHard, Metal Hammer and W:O:A Forum.
-  Online promo incl. animated web banners, interviews and reviews for example on: bleeding4metal.de, concreteweb.de, 
 emp.de, heavylaw.com, lordsofmetal.nl, metal.de, metalnews.de, metal-only.de, metalunderground.at, myrevelations.de, 
 powermetal.de, powerofmetal.dk, rockoverdose.gr, soulfood-music.de, stormbringer.at, time-for-metal.eu, zephyrsodem.de, 
 www.rockandmetalinmyblood.com and many more!
-  Flyers and electronic newsletter distributed to more than 100.000 contacts via street-/e-team. 

BIOGRAPHY: 
The dynamic songs of STORMAGE impress with their rich diversity and multiple facets, thus making sure that they stick with 
you without ever letting go.

STORMAGE cleverly combines traditional melodic heavy metal with the modern influences of today‘s genres, while always 
sounding unique and up-to-date. 

Or as it could not been better summed up by Andreas Schöwe of Metal Hammer more appropriately: „A refreshing interpretation 
of modern heavy metal, which is second to none in Germany“.

STORMAGE was assembled from musicians of a metal band known as Anthem back in the days, who - with their debut album 
(„Metal Or Bust“) - received great attention from metal fans and fanzines alike. After the former singer left the band, guitarist 
Heiko Heseler stepped into his shoes, and remained there until today. With the addition of guitarist Hugo Fromm in 2003, 
STORMAGE was born.

They spent two years with intensive songwriting to be able to produce their debut album „Balance Of Power“ at the Ampire 
Studio, which was released in 2005 via STF Records and received fantastic reviews worldwide. 
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TRACK LIST:
1. Instinct To Defend
2. Anguish Of Mind
3. Heretic Enemy
4. Prime Of Life
5. Faithless God
6. In The Line Of Fire
7. Drag You To Hell
8. Victims Eyes 
9. The Deadly Blow
10. Borne The Agony



After performing many concerts and touring through Germany, they entered the Hardland Studio to record their second album 
„Sudden Awakening“ (released in June 2007 via STF Records). 

The album received very good reviews and STORMAGE continued to play at numerous European clubs and venues. Thanks to 
the many shows with the likes of Stormwarrior, Sabaton, Powerwolf, Orden Ogan, Axxis, Grailknights, MessengeR, Cripper, 
Accu§er, Gun Barrel, Sacred Steel, Skyclad or  Eisregen as well as countless festival appearances, STORMAGE continued to 
make a name of themselves.

Starting in 2010, the four musicians collected new experiences through different projects without losing their focus on 
STORMAGE.

Inspired by these new experiences and influences, STORMAGE once again entered the Hardland Studio in 2016, to record their 
new album „Dead Of Night“, which was produced with the assistance of Sebastian „Seeb“ Levermann (Orden Ogan; Greenman 
Studios). 

With their new effort and a deal with Massacre Records, a new era has begun for STORMAGE - with the aim to enrich the metal 
scene with their music.

From head to toe, this album is a heavy metal masterpiece full of energy, emotion and attitude!

In February, the first video clip for the track „Deadly Blow“ will be published online. The album will be released on March 24th.

DISCOGRAPHY:
2005  Balance Of Power
2007  Sudden Awakening
2017  Dead Of Night

TOUR DATES
08.04.2017 DE Plettenberg - Gasthaus Zur Post

Additional dates are already planned.
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